economy of colonialism in Africa, it also raises the question of how colonialism shaped the African diaspora." 2 Despite having vibrant heroines, the movie is primarily patriarchal, with the implication that so are all African nations or tribes. The drama at the heart of the film is this: which male will be King? But shadowing that drama is a backstory of Black patriarchal betrayal: Killmonger's abandonment or rejection as a child. Hurt and angry, Killmonger turns to a different authority-figure, the American military, and then eventually kills that "father"-while keeping its weapons-and seeks to conquer Wakanda. In a profoundly moving but also disturbing way, the African diaspora's sense of homelessness, abandonment, lost ancestral roots, and betrayal, is embodied in Killmonger. And he seeks revenge against Africa, not just against white colonialism. Killmonger is at least as angry at Wakandan leadership as he is at white supremacy. T'Challa has to fight Killmonger because in confronting him he is combatting a particular, partly Americanformed vision of Black power that says victory can only be achieved via a Black empire of world domination and subjugation that outdoes all previous colonial empires.
Killmonger's probably the best "villain" in the Marvel universe because he's not inherently evil, but was made evil-a tragic hero fated with a tragic flaw, not just a villain with reams of scars. And we should remember that some of the best heroes in the world of comics have as their motivation avenging the murder of a parent.
The movie's script thus points to a tragic irony: identifying with the slaves and victims of history (most clearly present in his moving death speech), Killmonger is even more profoundly identifying with the enslavers, their murderous power and their drive to maximize profits. Don't forget that most of those scar marks on his buff body signify kills he made working for the U.S. military in Afghanistan. (Others represent kills done in the U.S., for reasons I wish the script had explored further: who were those victims?) The scene in Oakland, California, where Killmonger is disowned by his uncle is powerfully recreated in the movie through a film montage juxtaposing and repeating scenes from two stages of Killmonger's life, as a boy and then as a man who returns to the scene of the crime, so to speak. In both moments of time he cries. The anger that arises can never be healed by weaponry, nor by however many kills he obtains. 4 When Killmonger turns his gaze to Wakanda, he wants to do a makeover on it, turning it from isolationism, a kind of Switzerland in Africa, into the greatest imperial Empire the world has ever seen. His first gift to Wakanda's leadership: the body of Ulysses Klaue. It's as if he has put in his body bag a corpse symbolizing white colonialism itself, its depredation of African resources, including its people. Yet Killmonger's anger focuses laser-like on Wakanda as well, his certainty that it has betrayed him. His only way of 3 Black Panther's indictment of certain African kings for profiting from slavery should NOT be interpreted as saying "Africa was guilty for slavery too." Whites profited far more greatly from the slave trade, slave labor, and slave breeding, and bear by far the biggest share of guilt. But unfortunately when it comes to Black slavery there is more than enough guilt to go around. One driving force of Black Panther could arguably be said to be these questions: what reparations are due for slavery? How should they be paid? 4 An aside: there's an intriguing essay to be done on the role of men's tears in the movie, most notably T'Challa's and Killmonger's. Do any of the women ever cry? How should we understand T'Challa's tears? conceiving how Black Power can be recognized in this evil world is to conceive of it as a colonial empire with a secret ingredient, one that will be even more dominant and violent than previous ones, whether British, Dutch, German, Belgian, or French-or American.
For Killmonger, racist power concedes nothing without a fight; he aims to change the balance of power by arming Black people all over the world with weapons powered by Vibranium. This too has deep echoes in Oakland history and in the history of Black Panther militancy. As one article in the LA Times recalled, "The Panthers were initially a kind of neighborhood watch for Bay Area blacks; when they saw a white cop stop a black motorist, they would approach with guns drawn, demanding that the cop respect the black man's civil rights. Panther has rightly been celebrated for its powerful, positive role models for women's heroism and intelligence. The movie stresses the central role women must play in creating and running Wakanda. Each of the three heroine's characters is well developed, their courage and moral leadership honored, though it's interesting how little backstory we get on any of them (in striking contrast to the two main male leads). As I've argued, King T'Challa's view of leadership could not evolve as it did without guidance from the four primary women characters, particularly Nakia. But to assert that is also to recognize that the women also serve a society that is primarily patriarchal, based as it is on male Meg's desire to rescue her father-a version of the CIA plays a villainous role in both films, by the way 8 -he and other males in the novel arguably play a somewhat lesser role in her discovery of her Superpower than her mother and, particularly, the three witches and Aunt Beast. Though both films had Black directors, a majority Black crew, generous budgets, major Hollywood studio backing, and both work by revising and re-imagining source material originally created by whites, Black Panther was instantly acclaimed as a world-historical, transformative cultural turning point for Africa and the African diaspora. A Wrinkle in Time, when it's been discussed at all, in contrast has been treated just as primarily a film for young girls or, perhaps, also a film about coming to terms with multi-racial identity. The disparity between these two different critical frames for imagining the cultural "importance" of Black Panther vs. A Wrinkle in Time is profoundly sexist. Yet DuVernay's and L'Engle's story goes where Black Panther does not tread.
~~~
Here are some other seriously cool Black Panther topics worth exploring further, though I'll just sketch some possibilities here. It's obviously not a complete list:
• The movie's critique of contemporary militarism and its racist colonial roots. In exploring this, the focus should not be just on Ulysses Klaue [Claw], whose epic monomania is played with gusto by Andy Serkis. Martin Freeman's CIA operative Everett K. Ross is the key to how the movie implicates the U.S., not just colonialism in general, in Black Panther's attack on racism. Particularly intriguing here is its critique of the "uplift" narratives by which imperialism justified itself-colonialism was supposedly all about "developing" rather than exploiting conquered territories, bringing modernity and human rights to backward nations. As Ross's dialogue reveals, when after the 1890s the U.S. 8 In L'Engle's novel, the heart of evil is mockingly called the Central Central Intelligence Agency, and it is interested in dominating the Universe, not just the Earth. Meg's father is an atomic scientist, so the novel-perhaps inspired by President Eisenhower's farewell speech warning against the military-industrial complex destroying American democracy-is not unlike Black Panther or other sf in its worries about how science may be coopted by racism, a drive for military empire, and a death-wish. decided to stake its own claims on the Caribbean and the South Pacific, it adapted British, Belgian, Dutch, French, and German narratives about how they were civilizing the Caribbean, Africa, India, and Asia. Linking both the U.S.'s early imperial adventures with its post-World War II hubris claiming to defend human rights world-wide against the threat of Communism, Black Panther's Ross gets comic comeuppance as he is schooled by Wakanda's Shuri in what modern technology and enlightened social and economic development really looks like.
This CIA operative has to learn to humble himself and open his mind to completely new ideas that are the antithesis of white supremacy and its somewhat milder cousin, white entitlement. Thus one of the movie's many projects (as was true for the Black Panther comics) is the re-education of whiteness. Ross has to learn to respect Black leadership and to take a bit part in the main narrative.
Given the trailer about Black Panther 2 that was shown at the end of the showing I attended, it looks like re-educating whiteness is planned to be an important plotline in the Black Panther sequel as well. Any further exploration of white characters, however, should be placed within the franchise's historical reinterpretation of colonialism, racism, and their long-range effects. Klaue and Ross, for instance, perhaps too neatly represent the two faces of imperialismbrute violence in the name of extracting and controlling resources, vs. a cover story that stressed the West's benevolence and cultural superiority, not savagery.
Whether future movies go beyond this somewhat simple dichotomy will be interesting to see.
• Black Panther's vision of Wakanda as a society that can be both profoundly urban and also full of thriving small villages and farms has precedents in African history. Check out the history of Timbuktu, for instance, though it wasn't protected by mountains. Can we get more on the political economy of Wakanda, please, in the sequel? The urban market and bazaar scenes in Black Panther were fascinating, but too brief.
• Panther's ethical view of how advanced technology must be united with ancient healing and agricultural arts. I hope the gardens and plants that Killmonger burned are restored in BP 2 and play a new role in the plot. As for the role the magic plants played in BP 1, note how they're crucial for King T'Challa's journey into the world of the dead, where he must confront the past King with his crime (abandoning his nephew).
• Here's a different hypothesis about high tech that's worth debating or disproving: the movie's vision of technology, especially virtual reality, is coded as both "universal" and "Black." That is, the medical tech Shuri uses to fix Ross' spine will be one of the devices Wakanda will (presumably) share with the world. It's Black-invented but not Black-owned (though presumably once it goes global they'd better secure patent rights!). But there are lots of moments in the film where the glam inventions are even more strongly coded as African (or African/African diasporic?). Unlike the miraculous medical equipment, this tech is replete with African cultural and historical markers; it's not just coded as "pure" science. The most interesting example of this for me was the ways in which virtual or holographic images emerged from and, on Shuri's command, dissolved back into swirling black pixels-as if the "ground" for all virtual reality in the film was, literally, Black. (Black codes?) What should we make of this?
Or is the basic distinction I've just sketched a false one? To be clear, in making this hypothesis, I'm NOT claiming that the film makes an absolute or simple distinction between universal and Black technology. Rather, I'm trying to suggest that in fascinating ways Black Panther complicates or makes intersectional these two possible categories for understanding the film's vision of Afrofuturistic technology and its worldwide relevance.
Two quick concluding points. Most of Black Panther is profoundly, dazzlingly Utopian, and skepticism and questions about this are definitely valid. But the film is profoundly in the multi-disciplinary tradition of Afrofuturism-another research topic well worth exploring. In our era soaked in the bile of dysfunction and pessimism we could perhaps use a little of Afrofuturism's critical Utopianism. After all, it's one of the reasons why
